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Mission Statement: 
 

Bangladesh is a land of breath taking natural beauty, millions of energetic people 
and endless possibilities. But from the beginning of her birth the extreme fundamentalists 
have become the biggest obstacle toward advancement and development of our sweet 
motherland. They did not stop after killing our bravest sons, abusing our mothers and 
daughters during the liberation war in 1971, they continued torturing students, killing 
progressive teachers, turning human bodies into hundreds of pieces with Chinese axe. By 
killing anyone who talks against them and patronizing terrorists blasting bombs in every city, 
these religiously blind extremists portrayed peaceful Bangladeshi people as terrorists in the 
eyes of the global community. This has caused enormous damage to the image of 
Bangladesh, a peaceful nation.  
 

Our traditional news media is not able to stand against religiously blind extremists 
because this could mean death or shut down of the news media itself. After the liberation 
war, religiously blind extremist parties kept most of the convicted and proven war time 
criminals in their party leadership positions. This proves that these parties are against 
independence and progression of Bangladesh. They want to use the religious feelings of 
simple peaceful people of Bangladesh for their personal gains and take the country backward. 
They do not have the slightest respect for the national anthem and the national flag of 
Bangladesh. They still do not play national anthem during their party meetings. They are 
working against democratization of Bangladesh and would like to turn the country into 
Afghanistan by imposing controversial Islamic “Shariah” laws on people which is against 
democracy and freedom.  
 

Tritio Matra is an organization of some conscious citizens of Bangladesh. The mission 
of Tritio Matra is to organize Bangladeshis to stop misuse of religion in politics and demand 
a complete separation between religion and state. Bring those to justice who committed war 
crimes during our liberation war in 1971. Reveal the real image of those religiously blind 
parties and people who are destroying peaceful and sacred image of our beloved religion 
and driving Bangladesh backward via modern media such as websites, chat rooms etc. 
Alongside, it is also a goal of Tritio Matra to promote, exercise and study literature, art, 
culture and exact history of Bangladesh. Finally, work together to help the nation free herself 
from distortion of history by religious fundamentalists and achieve that endless possibilities. 
 
  
  


